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Dear Editorial Team,

Re: MS: 1309564178140604
Severe hypercalcaemia and lymphoma in an HTLV-1 positive Jamaican woman: case report
Veronica R Lyell, Elham Khatamzas and Theresa J Allain

Thank you for the re-review from Referee 1 (Julian W Tang).

We are pleased that our article is now considered suitable for publication.

A single amendment was requested: to add the normal range for calcium into the second paragraph of the case report.

I have done this, and I have highlighted the alteration in bold type in the uploaded manuscript (VL htlv-1 for JMCR 6.doc). There are no other changes.

We hope that this amendment will be satisfactory and look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Veronica Lyell